LIBRARY CAPTAINS 2017

This year, the Library Captains’ responsibilities are to take care of books, return children's books and keep the library neat and tidy. The following leaders will take care of the different levels’ library books:

- Sienna C - Foundation and Year One
- Emily - Year Two and Three
- Lucia & Pasquale - Year Four, Five and Six

As Library Captains, we all have goals we want to achieve throughout the year:

“My personal goal is to keep the library functional, easy for younger students to use and to encourage a love for reading” - Sienna C

“My goals this year are to make sure people have a positive mindset when it comes to reading and I get my jobs done on time” - Lucia

“My goal is to make sure that I will always be on time so I can help Mrs Smith” - Emily

“My goal is to encourage smaller children to borrow more books in the library” - Pasquale